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A Proven Reputation
Visual Information Services Corp. 
(VISCO) has been a leading supplier 
of quality LED display communication 
systems since 1992. VIS display systems 
are used in a myriad of applications by 
over 100 of the Fortune 500 companies 
as well as leading local businesses, 
banks, churches, municipalities 
and educational facilities. From fire 
departments and related services to 
POP/POS, advertising, corporate/school 
communications, safety, customer 
service, and community action—VISCO 
has the solution.

Professional Integrity
It’s not just about the bottom line with 
us, we care about providing you with 
the best possible quality solutions 
for your communication needs. Our 
sustomers can be assured that we will 
stand behind our work. 

Becuase of our exacting standards 
and quality components, we have 
exceptional warranties.

Modularity  
to Better Fit  
Your Needs
Our whole product line is 
based on building blocks 
that allow us to create 
a customized system for 
each client without the high costs 
usually associated with customization. 
Modularity actually ensures that each 
client is paying only for the capabilities 
that fit their particular situation. 

Our software and firmware follow this 
same approach. Our software engineers 
are adept at creating custom interfaces 
for displaying information. We offer a 
number of solutions to give our clients 
the greatest flexibility in creating their 
own communication system. 

Information delivery choices include 
LAN/WAN/Internet, fiber optic or 
wireless ethernet modem, RF wireless, 
or CDPD devices.

Hands-On Support
Pre- and post-sales “hands-on” support 
has made our reputation and company 
grow. You will not be stuck calling 
the manufacturer yourself. You will 
have access to local factory-certified 
service staff, trainers, and installers, 
and graphics personnel. We offer a 
personalized experience through the 
life of your system. We believe that the 
art of serving reaps rewards for all.

Visual Information 
Services has the  

LED Solution  
for You!
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Thank you for taking these few moments to learn more about us. We would love to learn 
more about you. For an in-depth, on-site evaluation and display/software demonstration, 
please call us at the toll-free number below. Our field manager will coordinate all the 
particulars to maximize the value of the visit.

VISCO Advantage:
•   One-Source Solution from Site 

Surveys to Structures
•   Quick Response Time, Real-time 

Access on Some Models
•  One-Number Dial for Service
•   Factory-Trained & Certified  

Service Personnel
•  Large Graphic/Animation/ 

Video Libraries
•  Multi level training-Site,  

Remote & Webinars
•  Wireless, Safe, Secure,  

Hard Coding


